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“I think it’s important we
emphasise that a single model
plot isn’t the same as a climate
service...”



Our vision is that by developing end-to-end
impact prediction services, operating on S2D
timescales, and clearly demonstrating their
value in informing decision-making, we will
stimulate a market for these new tools.
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First key lesson from several
decades of experience

 Climate knowledge needs to deliver true
societal benefits.

 We need to expand the systems
boundaries and fully explore the scientific
and socio-economic tensions and
interactions - the system is bigger than
most of us thought.

 We need to include the socio-economic
dimensions important to rural
communities and policy makers, but
without abandoning science.

 We need to achieve true integration of
disciplinary knowledge, rather than
focusing on certain aspects of the system
at the exclusion of others.



 True integration without abandoning
science takes real resourcing.

 The capacity to think and act
beyond disciplinary boundaries is
rare and difficult to nurture in the
established institutional context.

 Existing institutional arrangements
often act as a disincentive to true
integration.

 Strong leadership is required to
induce cultural change in established
institutional arrangements.

Second key lesson from several
decades of experience



To organise pilot studies to demonstrate the
value of seasonal forecasts







Benefit, or value, is not achieved through forecast
quality alone … delivery covers also the
information delivered, its content and the manner in
which it is presented … coping with unavoidable
uncertainty or ‘risk’ demands more complex
thought processes [than required with deterministic
forecasts] and a greater degree of prudence in
order to cope with what might be seen in hindsight
as a ‘wrong’ decision



Regrettably there continues to be undue
reliance on scores without recognition of the
limited information that such scores can
communicate …



What has been progressively recognized over
the last few years are the outstanding issues of
delivering services … central to achieving value
is both the decision process itself and the
delivery of information appropriate to each
decision



… however it could be argued that “effective and
appropriate communication” is the most
fundamental aspect of all … it is in regards to
communication that the most significant
advances may be made in the next few years



Seamless forecasting systems promise as yet
little information that is not already available in the
separate formats … so the paradigm remains
unfulfilled, viz. that of a ‘seamless forecasting system’
linked into a ‘seamless decision making system’,
with clear challenges remaining for both sides of the divide



… in reality … the journey has barely started
with decision making still mostly compartmentalised
on the supply side by practical distinctions between
weather and climate forecasting activities, and
on the demand side by a host of factors that
have little to do with weather and/or climate



Suggested Lessons for
EUPORIAS

• View the objective as a provision (not a delivery) of
services to supply information essential to decision
processes, and not as a delivery of forecasts

• Recognise that this is not fundamentally a scientific
exercise but a societal one in which communication is
central

• Engage the user throughout to ensure that all aspects of
the services are to his/her understanding and needs, while
maintaining scientific validity

• Indeed, give leadership to the user, not the scientist
• Eliminate provider institutional considerations
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